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Over 400,000 copies sold! If you are a mystery buff, an Agatha Christie fan, an occasional
Christie reader or an acquaintance of any of the above, this book is for you and all your
fortunate friends The Bedside, Bathtub & Armchair Companion to Agatha Christie, on the 25th
anniversary of Agatha Christie's death, continues as a grand salute to the queen of mysteries.
It is filled with wonderful and surprising things about her books, her characters, the movies and
plays based on them, and Dame Agatha herself. Original contributions by some sixty writers
celebrate the Christie touch. Take your pick among thse intriguing features and speculations:
-Surviving an English country weekend - if you had the advice of Hercule Poirot - A guide to
the Christie poisions, as well as the cruder methods of genteel mayhem - The "other" Agatha
Christie who wrote romantic novels - A murder victim's (!) first-person account of a Christie
Mystery Weekend - The Hercule Poirot Double-Crostic and other puzzles That's a taste.
There's much more - and witty plot summaries of all Christie's novels, plays, and many of her
short stories. (But no endings, of course!) This treasury is more than entertainment - it is also a
personal reference work for Christie fans. And there are scores of movie posters, film stills,
illustrations and a Christie mystery map, too.
An 1828 cookbook featuring recipes for delicious desserts, written so that a modern cook may
follow them.
Edition for English-speaking people looking for the best addresses and good deals. An
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essential guidebook to find an accommodation, a restaurant, to organize your visits, outings
and shopping. A selection of addresses gathering the must-sees as the hidden treasures for a
successful stay. Welcome to Aude. "Do you speak English ?" Le Petit Futé s'adresse
aujourd'hui aux publics anglophones, britannique et américain bien sûr mais aussi tous les
touristes utilisant l'anglais comme langue de communication (scandinaves, asiatiques ...). leur
propose avec la collection « Best of » le meilleur d'une destination. Des guides essentiels pour
trouver un hébergement, un restaurant, pour organiser ses visites, ses sorties et son shopping,
accompagnés des indispensables cartes et conseils de voyage. Une sélection d'adresses
rassemblant les immanquables comme les trésors cachés de chaque destination pour que le
voyage ne soit que réussite et émerveillement. Retrouvez également les bonnes adresses et
les bons plans du Petit Futé en anglais sur notre tout nouveau www.petitfute.uk.com,
consultable partout dans le monde.
Let Lauren and Rachel, the founders of Finch Bakery, show you the secrets to successful
baking every time. Packed with 75 foolproof recipes for cupcakes, scones, cookies, cake balls,
cake jars, tray bakes, no-bake cakes and celebration cakes, this is the essential recipe book
for cake enthusiasts. You'll learn the basic baking techniques before exploring indulgent flavour
combinations. From crowd-pleasing classics like lemon drizzle to decadent cookie cups and
Nutella everything, there is something to tempt everyone to treat themselves. Recipes are
designed to be standalone but some also work in a build-a-block way so you can make your
own creation by swapping the sponge, filling, sauce or topping to satisfy your sweet tooth. With
inventive creations and essential techniques, this is a whole new world of cake. Whether you
want to make a lighter-than-air birthday cake, dense and gooey brownies, chewy cookies or
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fluffy cupcakes, Lauren and Rachel will offer just the right advice to make it all seem easy.
Afternoon TeaDelicious cakes, pastries, biscuits and savouries for every day and special
occasionsHachette UK
The DK Eyewitness Stockholm Travel Guide will lead you straight to the best attractions
Stockholm has to offer. The guide includes unique cutaways, floorplans and reconstructions of
the city's stunning architecture, plus 3D aerial views of the key districts to explore on foot.
You'll find detailed listings of the best hotels, restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets in this
fully updated and expanded guide, plus insider tips on everything from where to find the best
markets and nightspots to great attractions for children. The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide also includes in-depth coverage of all the unforgettable sights and comes
complete with a free pull-out city map, clearly marked with sights from the guidebook and an
easy-to-use street index. The map has detailed street views of all the key areas, plus there are
transport maps and information on how to get around the city, and there's even a chart
showing the distances between major sights for walkers. The DK Eyewitness Stockholm Travel
Guide shows you what others only tell you. Now available in PDF format.
In the must-anticipated companion volume to his first book, The Art of the Restauranteur,
restaurant critic Nicholas Lander rejoices in the history, design and evolution of the world’s
favourite piece of paper: the menu. On the Menu is a stunning collection of menus, from those
at the cutting edge of contemporary culinary innovation, like El Bulli and Noma, to those that
are relics from another time: a 1970s menu from L’Escargot at a time when all main courses
cost less than one pound; the last menu from The French House Dining Room before Fergus
Henderson departed for St John; a Christmas feast of zoo animals served during the Siege of
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Paris in 1870; and three of the world’s original restaurant menus—now hanging proudly in
London’s Le Gavroche. Throughout, Lander examines the principles of menu design and
layout; the different rules that govern separate menus for breakfast, afternoon tea and dessert;
the evolution of wine and cocktail lists; and how menus can act as records of the past. He
takes us behind the scenes at Babbo, Mario Batali’s famous New York restaurant, as the staff
are briefed on the evening’s menu, and he reveals insights from interviews with Michael
Anthony, Heston Blumenthal, Massimo Bottura, René Redzepi, Ruth Rogers and many more
of the most renowned, contemporary chefs of our time, who explain how they decide what to
serve and what inspires them to create and design their menus. These are truly pages to drool
over.
Throw moderation out the window. When you want that real homemade flavor, from-scratch
frosted layer cakes, brownies that taste like brownies, and cookies that taste like the ones your
grandma used to make, only real ingredients will do: real butter, real cream, real chocolate,
and lots of it. That’s how Rosie’s has been baking its award-winning treats for over thirty
years, and why the Rosie’s Bakery All-Butter, Fresh Cream, Sugar-Packed, No-Holds-Barred
Baking Book won an IACP/Julia Child Cookbook Award. Now, that book and the followup—Rosie’s Bakery Chocolate-Packed, Jam-Filled, Butter-Rich, No-Holds-Barred Cookie
Book—are back, updated, revised, and combined into one super recipe collection. Packed with
more than 300 irresistible recipes—more than 40 never before published—from Judy Rosenberg,
owner of Rosie’s Bakery, the famous chain of New England bake shops that has won
numerous Best of Boston awards, The Rosie’s Bakery All-Butter, Cream-Filled, Sugar-Packed
Baking Book is for holidays, birthdays, pick-me-ups, the cookie jar, bake sales—when only
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genuine homemade goodness will do. Fabulous cakes and cupcakes: Lemon Coconut Layer
Cake, Velvet Underground Cake, Chocolate Custard Sponge Roll, Sour Cherry Fudge Cake,
Coconut Pecan Oatmeal Cake, Maya’s Little Butter Cupcakes, and Coconut Fluff Babycakes.
Delectable cookies and bars: Pecan Crunchies, Fresh Ginger Crisps, Dagwoods, Honeypots,
Noah Bedoahs. Plus the unspeakably delicious Chocolate Orgasms, and more.

Mrs Simkins is back with a fantastic collection of recipes, hints and tips for every kind of
tea you could imagine. Whether it is simple tea and biscuits, traditional afternoon tea or
a more substantial high tea, Mrs Simkins has it covered. There are also teas for various
celebrations and tea parties, as well as cream teas and toasty teas, tea in the garden
and picnic teas. As you would expect, there is plenty of baking and a considerable
number of nostalgic treats! You'll find delicious recipes for: * Breads and pastries *
Cakes and buns * Scones and biscuits * Savouries and sandwiches * Toasty teas * Ice
creams, jellies and blancmanges
Following Robert Howe's successful first book, 'I'll Give It Six Months, ' a delightful and
humorous Memoir, 'Travels With My Appetite, ' his take on travel and food, is sure to
prove equally entertaining. With a lifetime love of good food, he has travelled most of
the world and tried cuisines from around the globe. His career has been as diverse as
his travels, from a chef/butcher in a London hospital to a spell in the Diplomatic Service.
His account of places travelled, food sampled, and some of his own recipes, makes for
a very interesting, enjoyable, and at times humorous, read. Now retired, he lives near
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his favourite city, Chester, with his wife Linda Fraser-Web
From baked beans to welsh rarebit, everything tastes better with baking powder! A
selection of recipes compiled by the Royal Baking Powder Co. for cooks everything.
Originally published in 1911.
A guide to the traditions and etiquette of afternoon tea provides recipes for a variety of
savory treats, pastries, cakes, and cookies along with information on the technique of
making a perfect pot of tea.
"Seventy-Five Receipts for Pastry, Cakes and Sweetmeats, by Miss Leslie" by Eliza
Leslie. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald
Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to
reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
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Explore a wonderful choice of nearly 300 quaint and cozy tea rooms, charming hotels,
and delightful tea shops, a perfect choice for afternoon tea Each of the many unique
establishments has been approved by the Tea Guild. Every location has a great
selection of teas, elegant sandwiches, delicious cakes, and pastries to make afternoon
tea a top quality experience. Also included are details of the facilities, including prices,
opening times, set and specialty-mail teas, eating outside, own blend tea, or if musical
accompaniment is provided. Contact details are provided, including directions, email,
and web site addresses.
British Columbia is filled with vibrant cities, secluded beaches, and old-growth
rainforests. Experience the best of this wild and beautiful province with Moon British
Columbia. Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries, from one week in Vancouver and
Victoria to a two-week tour of the entire province Strategic advice for outdoor
adventurers, foodies and wine lovers, families, and more Must-see highlights and
unique experiences: Try to spot wild bears, moose, and elk, go whale-watching on the
Pacific, or snorkel with seals. Learn about the First Nations tribes' colorful totem poles
and sample indigenous foods, or sip your way through the wines of the lush Okanagan
Valley. Kayak through icy fjords, ski Whistler's world-class slopes, or drive the famed
Alaska Highway Reliable tips from BC local Andrew Hempstead on where to eat, where
to stay, and how to get around Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout
Background information on the landscape, culture, history, and environment In-depth
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coverage of Vancouver, Victoria and Vancouver Island, the Sunshine Coast, Sea to Sky
Highway, Whistler, Gold Nugget Route, the Okanagan Valley, the Kootenays, the
Canadian Rockies, Glacier National Park, Revelstoke, Kamloops, Mount Robson,
Cariboo Country, Prince George, Prince Rupert, Haida Gwaii, Stewart-Cassar Highway,
Alaska Highway, and the Yukon With Moon British Columbia's practical tips and local
know-how, you can plan your trip your way. Hitting the road? Try Moon Vancouver &
Canadian Rockies Road Trip. Craving more of Canada's incredible wilderness? Check
out Moon Banff National Park or Moon Canadian Rockies.
This book contains a fascinating collection of delicious recipes for every kind of tea you could
imagine, whether it is simple tea and biscuits, traditional afternoon tea, or a more substantial
high tea for the children. You’ll also find lots of ideas for special occasion teas such as
children’s parties and christenings. It includes Sandwiches and savouries Cakes, buns and
scones Pastries and biscuits There is also an overview of all the different kinds of tea available
to drink plus lemonade recipes for summer tea in the garden.
Virginia Bakery Remembered offers the closest experience to stepping back inside the bakery
and basking in the aromatic glory for which thousands still long. Savor the schnecken in this
tribute to the Thie family's iconic Cincinnati bakery, which served the community from 1927 to
2005. Reminisce in vignettes collected from newspapers and trade magazines, firsthand
experience and customer memories. Rounding out this full-flavored history are more than
seventy recipes adapted to re-create the bakery's famously adored baked goods in the home
kitchen--replete with tips from co-author and Virginia Bakery owner Tom Thie. Go ahead and
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let your mouth water.
Ultimate Food Journeys is the essential 'what to eat where' guide for foodies who love to travel
and for travellers who love to eat. DK's ultimate gastronomic tour of the globe reveals the
origins of the world's most famous dishes and the best places to eat them. From Boeuf
Bourgignon in France to Tapas in Spain and soul food in Louisiana to tacos in Mexico, this
beautifully illustrated book is arranged continent by continent with clear maps and mouthwatering photography. Expert authors introduce destinations and select the best or most
interesting things to eat, uncovering the origins of the dish and exploring the ingredients. They
recommend the best places to eat the area's speciality, chosen for the quality of the cooking,
as well as the experience of dining there. Ultimate Food Journeys makes finding the ideal
foodie getaway easier than ever. Search by time of year, type of vacation, type of food or
simply flick through the pages and be inspired. Take a taste-bud led tour of the world with
Ultimate Food Journeys.
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the
purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details. Whether you want to pose in front of
Big Ben, explore the Tower of London, or see the Queen’s home at Buckingham Palace, the
local Fodor’s travel experts in London are here to help! Fodor’s London guidebook is packed
with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you need to simplify your
trip-planning process and make the most of your time. This new edition has been FULLYREDESIGNED with an easy-to-read layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. GET
INSPIRED AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and
do PHOTO-FILLED “BEST OF” FEATURES on London’s Best Museums, London’s Best
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Royal Sites, and London’s Best Outdoor Activities COLOR PHOTOS throughout to spark your
wanderlust! UP-TO-DATE and HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS for the best sights,
restaurants, hotels, nightlife, shopping, performing arts, side-trips, and more GET PLANNING
MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to effectively organize your days and maximize your time SPECIAL
FEATURES on the British Museum and the Tower of London COVERS: Westminster Abbey,
Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, St. Paul’s Cathedral, the British Museum, the Tate
Modern, Shakespeare’s Globe, Hyde Park, Houses of Parliament, and more. GET GOING
MORE THAN 15 DETAILED MAPS AND A FREE PULLOUT MAP to navigate confidently
TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS on when to go, getting around, beating the
crowds, and saving time and money HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich
context on the politics, art, architecture, cuisine, and more LOCAL WRITERS to help you find
the under-the-radar gems Planning on visiting the rest of Great Britain? Check out Fodor’s
Essential England, Fodor’s Essential Scotland, and Fodor’s Essential Great Britain. ABOUT
FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts.
Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For more
travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or
follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We invite you to join our
friendly community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions and
share your experience with us! IMPORTANT NOTE: The digital edition of this guide does not
contain all the images or the pull out map included in the physical edition.
Now cooks everywhere can master the time-honored tradition of afternoon tea. Over 100
delicious, illustrated recipes teach the art of preparing traditional tea cakes and sandwiches
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and offer contemporary alternatives. Mackley tells how to brew the perfect cup of tea, covers
the myriad of teas available, and presents menu suggestions. Color photographs.
The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Stockholm is the perfect guide for exploring
this charming city, with clear maps and up-to-date coverage of all the best attractions. Discover
Stockholm's highlights with the guide's full-colour introduction - showing everything from the
city's old town, Gamla Stan, to the elegant palaces at Blasieholmen - unearthing the best of the
city's stunning architecture, phenomenal museums, majestic palaces and tranquil gardens in
between. The new-look guide is also packed with photographs and illustrations leading you
straight to the best attractions. Find detailed practical advice on what to see and do, and
listings that will guide you to the best hotels, restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets. Indepth information will also help you to get around, whether by train, car or bus. Now available
in PDF format. The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Stockholm shows you what others only tell
you.
The main objective of this book is to introduce the Iraq I used to know, and bring about a
different perspective to a country that has been so harshly portrayed by the media. The reader
will be taken back to a time where Iraq was filled with culture and diversity, and experience
what it was like to grow up in the region of the Fertile Crescent. The true beauty of such a
wonderful country will be brought to light and its vast history will leave readers in awe. It is my
hope that this book will raise a new level of awareness and bring about feelings toward a
culture that seems all but gone forever. Although the Iraq I used to know is longer such, my
memories will make sure that it stays with us for eternity. I am pleased to share my personal
experiences and feel readers from all backgrounds will enjoy them.
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Cutter & Squidge is the ultimate destination for modern and quirky afternoon tea in London.
Here, they share their winning formula in over 65 recipes for playful, delicious treats. When
sisters Annabel and Emily were looking to make their mark on London’s pastry scene and
developing recipes in their tiny kitchen, Annabel would cut the dough and Emily squidged it
together – and that is how Cutter & Squidge was born! The sisters set out on a mission to
create a baking business using only natural colours and flavourings and pioneering the
creation of imaginative new treats. Customers now flock to their flagship store in London to
sample their cool creations and indulge in their immersive afternoon tea experiences, with
themes such as Hello Kitty, Genie's Cave and The Potion Room. The recipes shared in this
book include everything from fantasy-themed Clam-shell Pearl Biskies, Galaxy Juice and
Genie’s Magic Carpet Cookies, to re-imagined classics like Strawberries and Cream Biskies,
Smoked Cheese and Black Pepper Scones, Pineapple Chilli and Lime Cake Bars and Maple,
Pecan and Carrot Dreamcake, all made achievable for the home cook. Readers can use the
themed afternoon tea menus provided or mix and match the recipes to create their own Cutter
& Squidge afternoon tea of dreams!

Edition for English-speaking people looking for the best addresses and good
deals in Paris. An essential guidebook to find an accommodation, a restaurant, to
organize your visits, outings and shopping, attended by the indispensable maps
of the underground, RER and tram to be sure you will not get lost in the wide
urban transport network. A selection of addresses gathering the must-sees as the
hidden treasures for a successful stay in the City of Lights and to enjoy the best
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of Paris. Welcome to Paris...
In an old Victorian in the heart of Pennsylvania’s Amish country, Daisy Swanson
and her aunt Iris serve soups, scones, and soothing teas to tourists and
locals—but a murder in their garden has them in hot water . . . Daisy, a widowed
mom of two teenagers, is used to feeling protective—so when Iris started dating
the wealthy and not-quite-divorced Harvey Fitz, she worried . . . especially after
his bitter ex stormed in and caused a scene at the party Daisy’s Tea Garden was
catering. Then there was the gossip she overheard about Harvey’s grown
children being cut out of his will. Daisy didn’t want her aunt to wind up with a
broken heart—but she never expected Iris to wind up a suspect in Harvey’s
murder. Now the apple bread and orange pekoe is on the back burner while the
cops treat the shop like a crime scene—and Daisy hopes that Jonas Groft, a
former detective from Philadelphia, can help her clear her aunt’s name and bag
the real killer before things boil over . . . Includes delicious recipes for Iris’s
Lemon Tea Cakes and more!
Taking tea is one of the quintessentially English occasions, and who is a greater
authority on the subject than the sumptuous Ritz London Hotel? This charming
Edwardian-style book captures the essence of this traditional British pastime, and
provides us with all the expertise on the ceremony as well as the recipes. Stories
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about the legendary afternoon teas at The Ritz and fascinating details about the
history of tea drinking are complemented with passages from such diverse
writers as Charles Dickens to Oscar Wilde. Over fifty recipes are included for
different kinds of afternoon tea specialities, from delicate sandwiches, strawberry
shortcake and rose petal jam, to crumpets and muffins for hearty teas in front of a
roaring fire. The author gives an infallible guide to the many blends of tea and
their suitability to particular occasions. Beautifully presented and delightfully
illustrated, this book is the perfect gift for tea drinkers everywhere.
Nestled in the heart of Europe, Switzerland is a feast for the eyes, with azureblue lakes that shine brilliantly against the greenest slopes of the surrounding
Alps. Its picturesque villages and chic towns are accessible via high-speed trains,
which whisk travelers around at amazing speeds, though many opt to travel by
longboat on some of the country's tranquil waterways. It is one of the world's
most advanced industrialized nations, yet its towns and cities are incredibly
clean. It also has the distinction of being one of the oldest democracies. Swiss
resident Kimberly Rinker has lived and worked here for years. She tells of littleknown attractions as well as major tourist draws and everything in-between.
Being born and brought up in Kashmir, paradise on earth, nestled in the highest
and most glorious mountain range on earth, the Himalayas is indeed a reward of
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destiny. The landlocked valley of Kashmir has a unique history of art, culture,
spirituality, food, and lifestyle, which the author weaves masterfully into a rich
tapestry with his life experiences. An account of his recent visit to Kashmir in July
2016, which he calls a sentimental journey- a pilgrimage to the homeland, is
captivating. It engages the reader with an intensely human journey of the life of
the author in Kashmir and beyond from 1930's to the present.
The essential handbook for any food lover in Los Angeles, with more than 1,300
concise, clever reviews of the best places to eat, drink, shop, and taste.
Four women, who have been friends since senior school, providing fun, help and
support to each other for over twenty years. Steph now in her early forties needs
her friends more than ever when she discovers her sometimes charming,
regularly abusive husband has also been unfaithful. Having made a decision to
leave Simon, Steph's friends are ecstatic. At last they believe she can start to live
a happier life without fear and perhaps fulfill her lifelong dream to open her own
bakery. When Steph, Ness, Liz and Joy join up for a reunion at Liz's Notting Hill
apartment the atmosphere is lighthearted, that is until Ness drops her own
bombshell. As dramatic events unfold, friendships get tested and only time will
tell if they can survive the changing dynamics and go on to live 'Happy Ever
After'.
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The ultimate teatime recipe collection with an introduction to serving traditional
afternoon tea, photographed throughout.
Thoroughly revised and revamped with expanded coverage for its tenth edition, The
Rough Guide to India is the ultimate travel guide to one of the world's great travel
destinations. From the majestic landscapes of the Himalayas to the tropical backwaters
of Kerala, the Rough Guide covers this endlessly fascinating country in unparalleled
depth, with crystal-clear mapping and stunning photography throughout. Rough Guides'
team of experts bring you all the major headline sights, from the "Golden Triangle" of
Delhi, Agra and Rajasthan to the beaches of Goa, and insider knowledge on new and
off-the-beaten-track destinations, such as up-and-coming beach resorts and newly
created wildlife reserves, with the most reliable background coverage available. You'll
also find practical tips on the latest developments in this fast-changing destination, from
the new e-Tourist visa programme (making it easier and cheaper to visit than ever
before) to the explosion in B&Bs, home stays and hostels, the rise in adventure travel
and even the incipient craft beer scene. Whether you're planning the holiday of a
lifetime or a six-month backpacking adventure, The Rough Guide to India will ensure
you don't miss a thing.
The Cotswolds, the Chilterns, the Thames Valley and even a small share of the
Wessex Downs - all these are to be found in Oxfordshire. This book presents a
selection of 25 walks which explore various different facets of this varied county, and
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include the additional pleasure of a stop for afternoon tea.
Norman and June Buckley show the reader how to enjoy the best of England''s walking
country and the indul gence of afternoon tea in this new collection of walks in th e Lake
District. '
Discover the top attractions Paris has to offer which will lead you straight to the top
attractions the city has to offer. The best places to visit in Paris - from the splendid
Sainte-Chapelle, the iconic Eiffel Tower and the art treasures in the Louvre to the
bustling St-Germain quarter or the inner-city oasis of the Jardin du Luxembourg - are
showcased with beautiful photography, illustrations and floorplans. This easy-to-use DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide Paris 2018 provides everything you need to know about Paris
attractions and key districts. There are eight easy-to-follow walks that reveal the city's
lesser- known pleasures, as well as insider tips on everything from Paris restaurants,
cafe ?s and shopping to activities for children and river boat tours.
London is the most popular international destination for North American travelers.
However, its size and variety of sites and events can be daunting. "London Secrets"
was written by a London expert to offer tips and "secrets" for the first time visitor. The
book's chapters range from what to do before you leave home, to a dictionary of British
words and phrases. In between, there are tips on: how to get from the airport,
sightseeing, museums and galleries, churches, Roman and medieval sites, shopping,
theater, and even where to go for afternoon tea or a romantic dinner. London has
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something for everyone, and "London Secrets" will help you find the places and events
that match your interests. The book offers practical advice. To get the most out of it,
read "London Secrets" before you leave home, and highlight the places and events you
want to see. Next, buy a pocket magnifying glass. After you arrive in London, purchase
a modern street guide (for which you will need the magnifying glass), and a TravelCard
for unlimited travel on London's Underground and Red Buses. Then, enjoy--London
awaits you! Thomas Bruce Wheeler is the owner of London Secrets, a company that
produces custom-made London guidebooks from a 300,000-word computer database.
He and his wife live in Memphis, TN, and have visited London once or twice a year, for
over 25 years. If you are a Sherlock Holmes fan, read Mr. Wheeler's "Finding
Sherlock's London," It will be a perfect companion to "London Secrets,"
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